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Abstract Computer modeling of the distributions of laser ra
diation intensities concentrated inside spherical gold and sil
ver nanoparticles with the radii in the range 10-100 nm was 
carried out during laser irradiation with wavelengths 400, 532, 
and 800 nm. Distributions of laser intensity are inhomoge
neous for investigated values of nanoparticle sizes and laser 
wavelengths. Here, we show new effect of extreme light in
tensity concentration in shadow hemisphere of gold and silver 
nanoparticles with localizing light at the nanoscale for selected 
values of nanoparticle sizes and radiation wavelengths. No 
doubt that this effect exists for different NPs and wavelengths. 
These results can be applied in nanophotonics for construction 
of new plasmonic antennas and photonic components, and for 
the laser technologies of the preparation and the treatment of 
NPs with definite sizes, shapes, structure, size distribution, 
etc.
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Introduction

Recently, many research efforts have been focused on the 
investigations of metal nanoparticles because of their unique 
size-dependent physical and chemical properties. Metal
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nanoparticles (NPs) are used in many different fields of re
search and technology including nanophotonics and 
nanoelectronics, catalysis, novel materials, and nonlinear de
vices. In particular, gold and silver NPs have been studied 
aiming at a variety of medical applications, such as laser bio
medicine and cancer research, biosensors.

The emerging fields of nanophotonics and plasmonics are 
yielding the methods for guiding and localizing light at the 
nanoscale, well below the scale of the light wavelength. Im
portant interest in the investigation of optical (laser) radiation 
interaction with nanostructures and NPs is focused on the 
possibility of the radiation intensity concentration near plas- 
monic nanostructures during irradiation. Many publications 
deal with intensity concentration for different applications in 
nanophotonics and nanoelectronics [1- 11]. The ability of 
plasmonic nanostructures to concentrate light into deep- 
subwavelength volumes and to manipulate light well below 
the classical diffraction limit has promoted their use in 
nanophotonics. Plasmonic nanostructures, antennas, and light 
concentrators can change light-matter interactions at a funda
mental level and also convert optical radiation into intense 
localized distributions. The integration of existing micro- 
and nanoelectronic devices with plasmonic structures has 
been realized for near-field scanning optical and laser micros
copy, subwavelength optical imaging, new nanoscale photon
ic components, photodetectors, etc.

On the other hand, it is very important to prepare metal NPs 
with definite sizes, shapes, and structure for different applica
tions in nanotechnology. Several attempts have been made 
with metal NPs in a solution by means of lasers having various 
performances [12- 20]. These attempts have been made to 
fabricate nanoscale NPs of scientific and industrial interest 
in a size- and geometry-controlled manner. A laser-induced 
preparations and treatments of metal NPs and nanostructures 
is one of the most promising methods. It is necessary to
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elucidate the mechanism of how the preparation proceeds to 
establish these methods.

It is principally interesting to carry out the investigation of 
optical (laser) radiation interaction with nanostructures and 
NPs focused on the possibility of radiation intensity concen
tration inside plasmonic metallic NPs during irradiation. In
vestigation of radiation intensity distributions inside and out
side dielectric microparticles and aerosol particles illuminated 
by an electromagnetic wave was carried out [21- 23]. The 
distributions of laser intensity inside NPs will determine the 
mechanisms and results of laser-NP interaction. But there is 
lacking data, and their analysis of the radiation intensity con
centration inside plasmonic NPs at all.

Computer modeling of the distributions of laser radiation 
intensities inside spherical gold and silver NPs with the radii 
in the range 5-100 nm during laser irradiation with the wave
lengths 400, 532, and 800 nm have been carried out in this 
paper. New effect of extreme light intensity concentration in 
shadow hemisphere of gold and silver NPs for selected values 
of NP sizes and radiation wavelengths was established. These 
results can be applied in nanophotonics for construction of 
new plasmonic antennas and photonic components, and for 
the laser processing of NPs for scientific and industrial 
purposes.

Results of Computer Modeling of Internal Laser 
Intensity Distributions Inside Gold and Silver NPs 
and Discussions

We consider the interaction of plane electromagnetic 
wave of laser (optical) radiation with spherical gold 
and silver NPs on the base of computer modeling for 
the purpose of the investigation of the laser radiation 
intensity distributions inside spherical NPs. NPs are 
placed in water medium with refraction index = 
1.339 (Л=400 nm), 1.3337 (Л=532 nm), and 1.329 
(Л=800 nm) [24]. We have to note that for surrounding 
media with refraction indexes in the range пЛ =1.2-1.55 
(silica, some dielectrics, etc.) presented below, results 
can be also applied. Optical properties of gold and sil
ver were taken fTom [25]. The radiation intensity was 
normalized on the intensity of initial wave I0 at irradi
ated surface of NP and normalized intensity is equal 
In=I/I0 (see Figs. 1 and 2) and was determined in arbi
trary units. Method of computer modeling of internal 
intensity distributions inside nanoparticles is presented 
in [22, 23, 26].

The processes of the radiation interaction with spherical 
NPs are simultaneously taking part in the formation of the 
intensity distributions inside NPs. They include combined ac
tion of the absorption, scattering, extinction of radiation by 
NP, and diffraction of radiation on spherical NP. The results

are determined by NP radius, optical indexes of the NP mate
rial (metal), and refraction index of surrounding nonabsorbing 
medium that are corresponding to the selected wavelength.

Figure 1a-f presents the distributions of the normalized 
radiation intensity In along the main diameter, coinciding with 
the propagation direction of the incident irradiation, inside 
spherical gold (Au) NPs with the radii r0=10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 
and 100 nm (Fig.1a-c) and dependences of the efficiency 
factors of absorption Kabs, scattering Ksca, and extinction Kext 
on NP radii r0 in the range 5-100 nm (Fig. 1d-f) for the 
radiation wavelengths Л=400 nm (Fig. 1a, d), 532 nm 
(Fig. 1b, e), 800 nm (Fig. 1c, f). Efficiency factors of absorp
tion Kabs, scattering Ksca, extinction, and Kext are determined in 
[2] as absorption, scattering, and extinction cross sections di
vided by the cross sectional area of NP.

The intensity In decreases linearly along NP main diameter 
for the wavelength 400 nm from irradiated surface to shadow 
surface for small Au NPs with the radii r0=10 and 20 nm 
because of extinction of radiation inside NP. Intensity de
creases from irradiated surface to central part of NP, and it 
has minimal value here for r0>40 nm. The intensity In in
creases after that in the NP shadow hemisphere. The efficien
cy factor of extinction Kext increases up to the maximal value 
Kmxtx~ 3.12 at r0=48 nm and approximately constant with 
increasing of r0. The values of Kabs are bigger than Ksca for 
the range of 100 nm>r0>10 nm.

Another situation exists for Au NPs under action of 
laser wavelength Л=532 nm closing to plasmon reso
nance wavelength for these NPs. The relative intensity 
In slightly decreases along main NP diameter from irra
diated surface to shadow surface for small radiuses r0 = 
10 and 20 nm. But for r0> 40 nm relative intensity In 
decreases from irradiated surface to center of NP and In 
has minimal value at the central part of NP. The inten
sity In increases after that in shadow hemisphere and 
achieves up to relative values of about ~1.3 that are 
higher than In at irradiated surface. We have to note 
especially In distribution for r0=60 nm because in this 
case the value of In has substantial maximum In (r/r0 = 
1)~ 3.8, and it is greater than the values of In (r/r0 = 1) 
for other r0. The maximum values of the relative inten
sity In are placed at the shadow particle surface with 
nonmonotonic dependence of In (r/r0=1) on increasing 
value of r0. This is unexpected result for Л=532 nm in 
comparison with Л=400 nm.

Efficiency factor of extinction Kext increases up to the 
maximal value ~5.6 at r0=40 nm, after that Kext has light 
minimum at r0=60^70 nm and slightly increases with 
increasing of r0. The values of Kabs are bigger than Ksca 
for the range of 52 nm>r0>10 nm. We have to note that 
the maximal value of In (at r0=60 nm) is correlated with 
minimal value of Kext (at r0=60 nm). It means that inho
mogeneous distributions of internal relative intensity In
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Fig. 1 Distributions of the 
relative radiation intensity In 
along the main diameter of NP 
inside gold (Au) NPs with the 
radii r0=10 (1), 20 (2), 40 (3), 60 
(4), 80 (5), 100 (6) nm (a, b , c) 
and dependences of Kabs (solid), 
Ksca (dashed)^ and Kexi (dashed- 
dotted) on NP radii r0 (d, e, f) for 
the wavelengths A=400 nm (a, 
d), 532 nm (b, e), and 800 nm (c, 
i .̂ The direction of laser radiation 
propagation is from left to right 
side. Vertical lines 1-6 (d, e, î  
locate the values of Kabs, Ksca, and 
Kext for selected values of r0 1-6 
(a, b, c)
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near shadow nanoparticle surfaces are determined by plas- 
mon resonance dependence of Kext on r0.

The relative intensity In decreases from irradiated surface to 
center of NP for the wavelength A=800 nm. The intensity In 
has minimal value at the central part of NP, and it increases 
after that up to relative value of In~0.7-0.8. The character of 
the intensity distributions inside the gold NPs are inhomoge
neous with the maximum value of the intensity on the illumi
nated surface of the NPs. The distributions of In (r/r0) have 
practically symmetric visible pictures relatively to the NP cen
ter r/r0=0. In this case Kext and Ksca monotonously increase,

and they are much bigger than Kabs and they have no minimal 
values in the range of r0=10-100 nm.

Figure 2a-f presents the distributions of normalized radia
tion relative intensity In along the main diameter, coinciding 
with the propagation direction of the incident irradiation, in
side spherical silver (Ag) NPs with the radii r0=10,20,40,60, 
80, and 100 nm ofNP (Fig. 2a-c) and dependences of Kabs, 
Ksca, and Kext on NP radii r0 in the range r0=10-100 nm 
(Fig. 2d-f) for the radiation wavelengths A = 400 nm 
(Fig. 2a, d), 532 nm (Fig. 2b, e), 800 nm (Fig. 2c, f). All 
designations are the same ones as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 Distributions of the 
relative radiation intensity In 
along the main diameter of NP 
inside silver (Ag) NPs with radii 
r0=10 (1), 20(2), 40(3), 60(4), 
80 (5), 100 (6) nm (a, b, c) and 
dependences of Kabs (solid), Ksca 
(dashed)^ Ke t̂ (dashed-dotted) on 
NP radii r0 (d, e, f) for A=400 nm 
(a, d), 532 nm (b, e), and 800 nm 
(c, f). The direction of laser 
radiation propagation is from left 
to right side. Vertical lines 1-6 (d , 
e, f) locate the values of Kabs, 
Ksca, and Kext for selected values 
of r0 1-6 (a, b, c)
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For the wavelength A=400 nm, the relative intensity In has 
minimum in central part of NPs for NPs with all used radii 
instead of r0=40 nm. The intensity In sharply increases at 
shadow part of NPs for r0=40 and 80 nm and achieves the 
values up to 10-20 times greater in comparison with ones at 
irradiated side of NP. The factors Kabs, Ksea, and Kext undergo 
strong oscillations in the dependence on r0. We can note that 
the minimal values of Kabs, Ksca, and Kext are placed at the 
values of about r0~40 and 80 nm, and it is coordinated with 
maximal increase of In at shadow part ofNPs for r0~40 and

80 nm (Fig. 2d). It means that the extreme nanoscale increas
ing of In in the shadow hemisphere of nanoparticles is deter
mined by plasmon resonance effect in Ag NPs.

Increase of intensity In at shadow part of Ag NPs we can 
see for radius r0>60 nm and for wavelength A=532 nm. The 
value ofIn is equalIn (r/r0=1)~6 for r0= 80 nm. The efficiency 
factors Ksca, and Kext are much bigger than the absorption 
factor Kabs for the range r0=10-100 nm. Factors Ksca and Kext 
have only one minimum at r0~80-85 nm, and it is correlated 
with one maximum of In (r/r0=1) for r0~ 80 nm.
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Fig. 3 Spatial distributions of 
relative laser intensity In (arbitrary 
units) of laser radiation with 
wavelength A=532 nm inside 
spherical gold NPs (a, b, c) and 
with the wavelength A=400 nm 
inside Ag NP (d, e, with r0=10 
(a, d), 60 (b, e), and 100 (c, i  ̂nm. 
The arrows show the direction of 
laser radiation propagation
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The intensity In decreases from irradiated surface to center 
of NP for infrared wavelength 800 nm with minimal value of 
In at the center of NP. In increases after that up to relative value 
In (r/r0=1)~0.6-0.98. The values of Ksca, Kext >>Kabs and 
increase with increasing of r0 in the range r0=10-100 nm.

The relative intensity distributions inside gold and silver 
NPs for the wavelengths A=400, 532, and 800 nm have some 
general and particular features (peculiarities). The intensity In 
has maximal values at irradiated and shadow surfaces of NPs, 
and minimal values in central part for r0>20 nm. The distri
bution of In is approximately homogeneous inside gold and 
silver NPs for small radiuses r0=10 nm and for all values of 
laser wavelengths mentioned above. Sharp increase of In in 
shadow part of Au (r0=50-75 nm, A=532 nm) and Ag (r0= 
30-55 nm, A=400 nm; r0=70-95 nm, A=532 nm) NPs is 
correlated with minimal values of Kabs, Ksca, and Kext. Such 
distributions of the intensity in NPs may be explained by the 
plasmonic properties of the Au and Ag NPs [1, 2, 27].

Figure 3 presents the spatial distributions of internal inten
sity In of laser radiation with wavelength A=532 nm inside 
spherical gold NPs (Fig. 3a-c) and the spatial distributions of

internal intensity In of laser radiation with A=400 nm inside 
Ag NPs (Fig. 3d-f) with r0=10 (a, d), 60 (b, e), and 100 (c, f) 
nm. These pictures describe the spatial distributions of laser 
intensity inside overall volume of NPs and demonstrate the 
features of deformation of internal fields of laser intensity 
inside gold and silver NP with different sizes. The formation 
of emphasized minimal values of K̂ bin, Kmn,Kmn for Au NPs, 
A=532 nm and for Ag NPs, A=400 and 532 nm leads to the 
extreme light concentration of optical intensity determined by 
plasmonic resonance effect of radiation on NPs. General fea
ture of light concentration in gold and silver NPs consist in the 
formation of approximately symmetric distribution In with 
increasing of In in irradiated and shadow hemispheres of 
NPs and minimal value of In in the central part of NPs.

Summary

We have investigated the distributions of laser radiation inten
sities concentrated inside spherical gold and silver NPs with 
the radii in the range 10-100 nm under the action of laser
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irradiation with wavelengths Л=400, 532, and 800 nm. Main 
difference of our article from other articles consists in the 
investigation of internal radiation intensity distribution inside 
plasmonic NPs in comparison with the investigation of exter
nal near- or far field intensity distributions [1- 11].

There are four characteristic distributions of laser intensity 
In inside gold and silver NPs for wavelengths 400, 532, and 
800 nm:

(a) Approximately homogeneous distribution of relative in
tensity 7n inside NP gold and silver NPs is realized for 
radiuses r0 < 20 nm for all wavelengths mentioned above 
with accuracy of about 20-30 % (see Figs. 1 and 2).

(b) Maximal value of intensity 7n lies at irradiated surface of 
gold NP is realized for wavelength 400 nm (see Fig. 1a).

(c) Maximal value of intensity In lies at shadow surface of 
NP, and it is realized for gold NPs, radiation wavelength 
532 nm, r0=40-100 nm (see Fig. 1b), and for silver NPs, 
wavelength 400 nm (r0=40-100 nm), 532 nm (r0=80- 
100 nm) (see Fig. 2a, b).

(d) Approximately all maximal values of intensity In lie si
multaneously at irradiated and shadow surfaces of gold 
and silver NPs for wavelength 800 nm, and it is realized 
for selected values of radii in the range 20=100 nm (see 
Figs. 1c and 2c).

The minimal values of the intensity In lie approximately in 
the central part of gold and silver NPs in all cases mentioned 
above.

In general, the realized situations in the distributions of the 
radiation intensity inside gold and silver NPs are determined 
by combined action of diffraction of radiation on spherical NP, 
extinction (absorption, scattering) of radiation inside material 
of NP, surface plasmon resonance effect and influence of NP 
radius r0 and optical indexes of refraction and absorption of 
NP metal for concrete radiation wavelength. In some special 
(selected) cases, one or more mentioned processes are domi
nated under others and resulted intensity distribution In is pre
sented in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

The nonhomogeneous intensity distributions inside NPs 
can lead to very interesting consequences. First of all, it can 
be nonhomogeneous heating of NP volume by short laser 
pulses. The nonhomogeneous melting of surface layer of NP 
can be realized after achievement of the melting temperature 
of NP material with reshaping of NP and cold NP nonmelting 
central part (case d) [14- 16]. The nonhomogeneous surface 
evaporation of NP with possible formation of nano networks 
can be realized after achievement of evaporation temperature 
(case b, c) [13, 17]. Increasing of laser intensity may lead to 
realization of optical breakdown and fragmentation of NP [ 19] 
taking into account the nonhomogeneous intensity distribu
tions inside NPs. These possibilities can be used for special 
aims in selective laser nanotechnologies.

Here, we show new effect of extreme light intensity con
centration in shadow semisphere of gold and silver NPs with 
localizing light at the nanoscale for selected values of NP sizes 
and radiation wavelengths. These results can be applied in 
nanophotonics for construction of new plasmonic antennas 
and photonic components, and for the laser technologies of 
the preparation and the treatment of NPs with definite sizes, 
shapes, structure, size distribution, etc.

The change of different materials (metals) and sizes of NPs, 
radiation wavelengths can realize different situations men
tioned above for different applications in nanophotonics and 
laser nanotechnology. The laser intensity distributions and en
ergy depositions inside NPs can essentially determine exper
imental results of laser action. This knowledge is of demand in 
such possible fields of applications as laser technology of NPs 
and nanophotonics.
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